We investigate queries in the presence of external functions with arbitrary inputs and outputs (atomic values, sets, nested sets etc). We propose a new notion of domain independence for queries with external functions which, in contrast to previous work, can also be applied to query languages with xpoints or other kinds of iterators. Next, we de ne two new notions of computable queries with external functions, and prove that they are equivalent, under the assumption that the external functions are total. Thus, our de nition of computable queries with external functions is robust. Finally, based on the equivalence result, we give examples of complete query languages with external functions. A byproduct of the equivalence result is the fact that Relational Machines are complete for complex objects: it was known that they are not complete over at relations.
Introduction
Database functionalities are important both for practical and for theoretical purposes. E.g. the system O 2 of 12] allows the query language to invoke any method written in the programming language C, while the language COL of 1] provides a toolbox of external functions, which may be freely used in arbitrary queries. The practical integration of external functions in query languages is generally well understood, but the semantics of queries in the presence of external functions has received less attention. 5, 13] o er two distinct de nitions for domain independent queries with external functions, but which don't t languages with xpoints or other forms of recursions. To the best of our knowledge, no previous attempt has been made to de ne complete query languages with external functions. In this paper we propose a new de nition of domain independent queries with external functions (efdomain independence), in a general setting, namely by allowing the inputs and outputs of the external functions to be scalar values, sets, nested sets, etc. Queries expressed in languages with external functions and xpoints or other forms of iterations indeed satisfy this de nition. We establish the relationship of our notion of domain independence with those in 5, 13] . Next we propose two de nitions for computable queries with external functions and show that they coincide, when the external functions are total (theorem 7.2). We take this as evidence for the robustness of the underlying concept. The equivalence is a technically di cult theorem: an interesting byproduct is the corollary that Relational Machines 4] for complex object are complete, while it is known that they are generally not complete for at relations 6] . Subtle di erences separate the two notions of computable queries when the external functions are partial: one de nition requires sequential computation of the external functions, while the other allows for parallelism. The coincidence of the two de nitions of computable queries for total external functions enables us to de ne a robust notion of complete query languages with external functions, namely as languages which can express all computable, domain independent queries with total external functions. Finally we give examples of such languages. Abiteboul, Papadimitrou, and Vianu 3] extend Relational Machines with re ections, i.e. the ability to dynamically create queries, and to answer them in constant time; the resulting Re ective Relational Machines are complete. We obtain completeness by a di erent, orthogonal extension, namely by replacing at realtions with complex objects. Parallelism arises in Re ective Relational Machines from their ability to compute any rst-order query in one parallel step; as a consequence, interesting connections to parallel complexity classes are proven in 3]. The prarallelism implicit in one of our de nition of computable queries is of a di erent nature and consists in the ability of a device to initiate the computation of several external functions in parallel, and to stop when one of them terminates.
Chandra and Harel in 9] consider extended databases by adding an interpreted domain F to the uninterpreted one D: any given algebraic structure may accompany F. The connection between the two domains is given by functions S going only in one direction, from D to F. Due to their type, these functions can only be applied once, making them strictly less general than external functions considered in 5, 13] and here, which can be repeatedly applied to values in D. The functions on F corresponding to its algebraic structure are also strictly less general than the external functions, because F is already \interpreted".
Abiteboul and Beeri add external functions to their algebra and to the calculus, and de ne the notion of bounded-depth domain independence. They show that queries expressed both in the extended algebra and in the extended calculus are bounded-depth domain independent. Similarly, EscobarMolano, Hull, and Jacobs 13] de ne embedded-domain independent queries with scalar functions (a special case of external functions), and show that any query expressed by an embedded-allowed calculus formula are embedded domain independent. But we show here in example 4.1 that in a language with xpoints, queries fail to be bounded-depth domain independent or embedded-domain independent. The rst description of a complete query language can be found in 9]: it achieves completeness in a dynamically typed language, by encoding an integer n as a set of tuples of width n. Other complete query languages use di erent tools to achieve completeness: e.g. object inventions in 2], and untyped sets in 20]. Here we use essentially the same techniques to design complete languages with external functions, w.r.t. our de nition of computable queries. Section 2 reviews some basic database notions and o ers an intuition for the constructs to fol-low. Section 3 de nes domain independent queries with external functions (ef-domain independent), shows some of their properties, and establish their relationship with embedded domain independent queries 13]. Section 4 brie y describes the Nested Relational Algebra with external functions, and shows that all queries expressed in this language, possibly extended with iterators, are ef-domain independent. Sections 5 and 6 give the two de nitions of computable queries, while section 7 proves their equivalence. Finally we give examples of complete query languages in section 8.
Background and Motivation
A database query can be viewed as a (partial) function F mapping any database instance D = (D; R 1 ; : : : ; R k ) into some relation F(D) over D. D is the domain of the database instance and R 1 ; : : : ; R k are its relations. It is understood that the arities of the relations R i , as well as the arity of the output relation are xed. More, it is usually required that the query be be generic, domain independent and computable. Generic means that whenever D is isomorphic to some structure D 0 , then the same isomorphism maps F(D) into F(D 0 ); we will assume throughout this paper that all queries are generic in this sense, i.e. map isomorphic database instances to isomorphic outputs. Most of the external functions we will consider in this paper, like +, succ, make object, etc. have in nite domains and codomains. This leads us to consider database instances with an in nite domain D (but still with nite relations R 1 ; : : : ; R k ), which is contrary to the traditional view that database instances have nite domains. However, because database queries are required to be domain independent, this is not a signi cant departure from the case with nite domains. In the context of complex objects, we consider higher order structures instead of rst order ones. ; D) ). A database schema is = (t 1 ; : : : ; t k ), while a database instance over is D = (D; R 1 ; : : : ; R k ), with R i dom(t i ; D). The empty product (obtained by taking n = 0 in t 1 : : : t n ) is denoted with unit; for any D, dom(unit; D) = f()g. The notion of a query over at databases carries over to the complex object databases. The de nitions and notations are consistent with those of 15, 20] , and all the results in this paper hold also for multisorted databases (with more than one base type: d; d 0 ; : : :), but in order to keep our formalism simple, we shall restrict ourselves in the sequel to only one base type.
In this paper we consider databases with external functions, by augmenting database instances with a number of external functions P 1 ; : : : ; P l . That is a database instance becomes D = (D; P 1 ; : : : ; P l ; R k ; : : : ; R k ), where R 1 ; : : : ; R k are as before, while P 1 ; : : : ; P l are functions \over D". In their simplest form, the external external functions are scalar is an example of a query using P: \increase by one quanta the salaries in the sales department, by two quanta those in the business department, and leave the rest unchanged". 5], and later 13], present an extension of the notion of domain independence for databases with external functions. Strictly speaking, the embedded domain independence of 13] implies the boundeddepth domain independence of 5] , but they rely on the same idea. Both notions are used only in conjunction with query languages without recursive queries (or any other kind of iterations), and, as we show in this paper, fail when extended to languages with xpoints. See example 4.1 for a xpoint query which is not embedded domain independent. In this paper we introduce a new notion, called external-function domain independence (ef-domain independence), which is more general than the embedded domain independence, and show that all queries expressed in query languages with iterations ( xpoints, loops, structural recursions, etc.) are ef-domain independent. Our second goal in this paper is to investigate computability of queries in the presence of external functions: we have no knowledge of any previous attempt to de ne computable queries in the presence of external functions. One way of understanding computable queries is to view external function as oracles: at any point during the computation of a query F, the device computing F may ask the oracle corresponding to some external function P j for the value of P j (x), for some x of type d j : after receiving the answer y = P j (x), the device may proceed. Note that the active domain, which initially contains all atomic values in R 1 ; : : : ; R k , is extended dynamically, because the oracles may generate new atomic values. Another way of viewing the external functions, is to restrict them to computable functions; then we can encode a computable function as a nite string, e.g. as some program computing that function, or as the G odel number of the Turing Machine corresponding to that function. The two views give rise to two notions of computable queries, and theorem 7.2 shows that they coincide over databases with total external functions.
Previous work 24, 5, 13] has been concerned with identifying recursive sets of rst order formulas, which de ne domain independent queries. We do not address this problem here, but consider only algebraic query languages instead, where all queries are domain independent. We believe that the notion of embedded allowed formulas from 13] can be extended to a higher order logic with xpoints, such that all \embedded allowed" formulas de ne an ef-domain independent, computable query. We intend to investigate this direction in future work. is de ned then so is (P j (x)) and P 0 j ( (x)) = (P j (x)).
We mention that, in the particular case in which all external functions are scalar, the database instances correspond to partial algebras of 14] and the total morphisms are precisely the homomorphism of partial algebras of 14].
Let us write e 1 v e 2 , whenever expression e 1 is unde ned, or e 1 = e 2 . For two functions f 1 ; f 2 , let f 1 v f 2 mean that 8x, f 1 (x) v f 2 (x), or, equivalently, graph(f 1 ) graph(f 2 ). Then, is a morphism i (R i ) = R 0 i for all i, and P 0 j v P j for all j (to be precise, P 0 j d j v c j P j , but recall that we drop the type t from t ).
De nition 3.3 Let be a database schema and t some type. A database query from to t is a partial function F mapping any database instance over D = (D; P; R) to F(D) 2 dom(ftg; D). F is external-function domain independent, or ef-domain independent, i for every morphism :
That is, whenever F(D 0 ) is de ned, F(D) must be de ned too, (F (D)) must also be de ned, and
Notice that this notion generalizes those of generic and domain independent queries on databases without external functions. Indeed, observe that an isomorphism of database instances is, in particular, a morphism. Also, remark that a function of type unit ! t can be assimilated with a constant of type t. Then the following is easy to check:
Proposition 3.4 Suppose that the database schema doesn't contain any external functions (i.e. l = 0). Then a query is ef-domain independent i it is generic and domain independent. Also, when only contains atomic constants (i.e. functions of type unit ! d), then a query is ef-domain independent i it is C-generic 20] and domain independent.
Next we look at how an ef-domain independent query behaves on an \approximation" of a database (2) for any j, P j and P 0 j agree on any input whose atoms are in term n (D), i.e. 8x 2 dom(d j ; term n (D)), P j (x) = P 0 j (x). A query F is called embedded domain independent at level n, or em-domain independent at level n, if F(D) = F(D 0 ) whenever D and D 0 agree to level n. Finally we call F em-domain independent, if there is some n for which F is em-domain independent at level n (this de nition extends the notion of em-domain independence 13] to complex objects and non-scalar external functions). Intuitively, em-domain independence allows some query to repeatedly apply the external functions at most n times, for some n which is independent on the database instance D. This condition is indeed satis ed by the queries expressed in languages without xpoints or loops, like those considered in 5, 13], but fails once an iterative construct (like xpoints) is added to the language (see example 4.1). For iterative queries, the number n of applications of the external functions is still nite, but may depend on the particular relations R 1 ; : : : ; R k . To overcome this limitation of em-domain independence, we strengthen it, by switching the quanti ers. We call a query F to be strongly embedded domain independent (sem-domain independent), i for any database instance D there is some n such that: for any other database instance D 0 which agrees with D up to level n, it is the case that The use of the term \continuous" here is consistent with that of continuous functions on algebraic cpo's, see e.g. 21, 16] . Obviously all domain independent queries without external functions are continuous, since it su ces to take D 0 to be the active domain, which is nite. We also have: Proposition 3.6 Any sem-domain independent query is continuous. Hence, any em-domain independent query is continuous too. Now we can establish the relationship between our notion of ef-domain independence (de nition 3.3) and that of em-domain independence of 13]. Certainly, we would expect all queries expressed in a query language with external functions to be continuous: we shall prove indeed in the next section that all computable queries are continuous. Hence, we argue that continuity is connected to the property of a query being computable, and should be orthogonal to the notion of domain independence. The notion of bounded-depth domain independence of 5] extends that of em-domain independence by allowing the computation of inverses of external functions, that is P ?1 (x), for P an external function: the two coincide when the set of external functions is closed under inverses.
A Language
Let be a signature, that is = fp 1 ; : : : ; p l g is a set of l symbols, each symbol p j having associated two types called the domain d j and the codomain c j , written p j : d j ! c j : we call p 1 ; : : : ; p l external functions. We de ned brie y the Nested Relational Algebra over , NRA( ), following the formalism in 8], as an algebra of functions. Namely NRA( ) contains: all external functions p j : d j ! c j in , the identity functions id t : t ! t, the composition of functions in NRA( ), g f : t 1 ! t 3 (for f : t 1 ! t 2 and g : t 2 ! t 3 in NRA( )), the projections n i : t 1 : : : t n ! t i , n-tuples of functions (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) : t ! t 1 : : : t n (for f i : t ! t i , i = 1; n in NRA( )), the empty set ; : unit ! ftg, the singleton : t ! ftg, the attening function : fftgg ! ftg . That is, f(x) applies repeatedly p to all elements of x, until no new element is generated. If the set of all generated elements is nite, then 1 We use a more liberal notation of queries in NRA( ) + x with variables. See 8] for a discussion.
f(x) returns that set; else it is unde ned. Then f is sem-domain independent, but not em-domain independent (nor is it bounded-depth domain independent 5]).
However it is easy to prove the following: Proposition 4.2 All queries in NRA( ) + x are ef-domain independent and continuous. Also, queries expressed with other forms of iterations, like loop of 18], the structural recursions sru; sri of 7, 8] , and the divide and conquer recursion dcr of 23] are also ef-domain independent and continuous.
We take the above proposition as evidence that the notion of ef-domain independence is more appropriate for queries with external functions than the notions of em-domain independence or boundeddepth domain independence.
Computable Queries
A database query F on databases without external functions is called decidable i there is some Turing Machine T which, whenever presented with an encoding of an input structure D, computes an encoding of F(D) (and diverges when F(D) is unde ned). We will restrict ourselves for the remaining of this paper to database instances with countable domain and with some xed enumeration of their domain. Once we admit external functions as part of the database, there are two ways of presenting them as input to T: and ' f(e 0 ) (x) = ' f(e) (x).
The lemma essentially says that, whenever f maps encodings of functions to encodings of functions in a monotone way, then f(e) is fully determined by the action of f on the nite approximations of ' e . The proof is given in appendix A. The lemma immediately implies:
Corollary 5.3 All computable, ef-domain independent queries are continuous.
Finally, we can de ne complete query languages, relative to some class C of database instances.
De nition 5.4 Let C be a class of database instances. A query language L with external functions from a set is complete w.r.t. over C i it can express all computable, ef-domain independent queries over total databases from C.
The reason for which we require L to be able to express queries over total databases is due to the fact that only in this case do we have a robust notion of computable queries, i.e. the computable queries coincide with the RMC-computable queries, to be de ned in the next section.
Relational Machines for Complex Objects
The second notion of computable queries is based on a variant of Turing Machines with oracles. Thus, F is sequential i it invokes the external functions one at a time: if it gets stuck during the computation on some partial database D because the external functions are not de ned, then there is a certain function P i and a certain input x to P i such that F gets stuck while trying to compute P i (x). One can prove that any function computed by a RMC is sequential, because a RMC applies the external functions one at a time, in a sequential manner: Proposition 7.5 All RMC-computable queries are sequential.
But the following is an example of a computable, ef-domain independent query which is not sequential:
Example 7. . This query is ef-domain independent, and computable. To see that it is computable, suppose R = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g; a Turing Machine T can perform in parallel the computation steps for P(x 1 ); : : : ; P(x n ), and stop when one of these computations, say for P(x i ), nishes with P(x i ) = x i . Thus T will not get stuck when some other computation, say for P(x j ), never terminates.
However this query is not RMC-computable because it is not sequential. Indeed, consider the partial database in which R = fx 1 ; x 2 g and P(x 1 ) = P(x 2 ) = unde ned. Then F(D) is unde ned, but neither (1; x 1 ) nor (1; x 2 ) is a sequentiality index for F at D, because we may extend in two di erent ways the database D to a database D 0 , such that F is de ned on D 0 , by either de ning P 0 (x 1 ) def = x 1 or by de ning P 0 (x 2 ) def = x 2 .
Complete Query Languages with External Functions
We give in this section examples of complete query languages with external functions. All use the same technique for gaining completeness: some combination of external functions which allow the representation of natural numbers. Let L be NRA( ) + x, n be some of its types, z a constant of type n, and s a function of type s : n ! n. Let C be a class of databases in which the elements z; s(z); s (2) (z); : : : ; s (z)g, k = 0; 1; 2; : : :, until p is true on at least one element of the set; this can be expressed with a xpoint. Next, select the \largest" element of the set. Similarly we prove that the class of functions f is closed under primitive recursion. In view of theorem 7.2 it su ces to prove that L can express any RMC-computable query. This is indeed the case, because L can simulate the computations of a RMC. Indeed a con guration of a RMC with r + 1 registers R 0 ; : : : ; R r can be represented as an r + 4 tuple: the rst r + 1 components describe the content of the registers, the other three components describe the current state, the head position, and the tape. The latter is a set of pairs (i; c), where i and c are \numbers" (i.e. objects of type n) denoting the fact that cell i contains the character c. The successor relation on con gurations is expressible in the language: it consists in doing some arithmetic to deal with the next and previous cell, and some operations on the registers, which are expressible in the language by the de nition of a RMC. Finally one has to iterate successor function until a nal state is reached; a partial xpoint, as opposed to an invlationary xpoint is needed here, but the partial xpoint can be expressed via an in ationary xpoint using an additional set level, see 22].
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It follows that the following languages are complete:
Object Inventions Consider some base type whose elements are called object id's, and some external function make object : f g ! which \generates" new id's: more precisely, we consider C to be the class of databases for which make object(x) 6 2 x, for all x of type f g. Untyped Sets Consider some base type u whose meaning is a restriction of the untyped sets in 20] . That is, the class C of databases we consider interprets u as follows: it contains all nite sets which can be constructed from elements in other base types in L, and from other elements in u. E.g. x = fa; fb; cg; fa; ;; ffbgggg is a legal element of u, provided that a; b; c are atomic elements. In particular, all elements of type fug are also of type u, and we consider some external function include : fug ! u to witness that inclusion of types. As any base type, u has an equality operator de ned on it. Then L is complete w.r.t. to C. 
Conclusions
We have investigated the computability of queries in the presence of external functions. Our techniques do not extend straightforwardly to an investigation of the complexity of queries. E.g. we could de ne some query F to be in PSPACE either when it is computed by some PSAPCE Tur- A Proofs Theorem C.7 A query F is ef-domain independent and continuous i it is sem-domain independent and monotone.
Proof. Let of it, on which T halts too, and M will eventually nd that approximation. Finally, M can be made deterministic using a standard technique 10]. Namely observe that the nondeterministic choices during a computation of M can be encoded by a string of natural numbers. Thus, the deterministic version M 0 of M systematically generates all strings of natural numbers, and simulates M on each of them, until it reaches a successful computation.
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